
Although it’s no longer allowed to be labelled as such, South African Port has a long and proud heritage. 
Since the rules changed a few years ago and SA switched to ‘Cape Ruby’ and ‘Cape Vintage’ and the like, 
there’s been increasing interest in what else these grapes can do, with many winemakers re-discovering 
bold flavours and interesting structures to make excellent still wines from these classic Portuguese 
grapes. 

LEARN A BIT MORE ABOUT
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WHERE DOES IT COME FROM?

Tinta Barocca likes a bit of warmth and a lot of it is planted 

in the warm, dry heat of the Karoo around Calitzdorp. But 

the Karoo doesn’t have a monopoly on port varieties and 

there are several excellent examples in the Swartland as 

well, where cooling sea breezes sweep in over the Darling 

Hills and stop the grapes becoming over-ripe. The Douro 

Valley in Portugal is quite a dry region so the grapevines 

which grow there are hardy and are adept at surviving with 

very little water so the current fashion for ‘dry-farming’ ie 

without irrigation, suits them down to the ground.

WHAT DOES IT TASTE LIKE?

Like all the port varieties, Tinta Barocca is full of lovely 

colour, tannins and flavour. It makes big bold wines which 

have plenty of dark fruit – plums and cherries – often 

offset with perfume hints. Although it does have a lot of 

tannins, they are rarely dry and bitter (perhaps because of 

the warmer climates in which it grows) instead giving an 

almost velvety texture to a wine.

TINTA BAROCCA

OPTIMAL SERVING 
TEMPERATURE: 

15-20˚C
* according to wine.co.za
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WHAT ELSE SHOULD WE KNOW?

Although the grape comes from Portugal, South Africa is 

actually one of the few, if not the only country, to make 

Tinta Barocca as a single varietal, still wine. It arrived 

in SA in the 1940’s in order to make port and some 

growers at the time, actually confused it with Shiraz! 

That confusion was rapidly sorted, and since then it has 

primarily made fortified wines. But as the market for 

these decreases, canny SA winemakers are copying their 

Douro counterparts and making it as a still wine instead 

– and very popular it’s proving too! There are a couple 

of alternate spellings, with some choosing Barocca and 

some going with Barroca but it’s all the same grape.

WHAT SHOULD WE EAT WITH IT?

Tinta Barocca’s are upfront, full-on, full-bodied wines 

and require food of a similar intensity. Red meat is the 

obvious choice and the wine has a great affinity with 

duck as well as various game meats. There is often a 

hint of dark chocolate in a Tinta Barocca which can work 

well with hard, full-flavoured cheeses, whilst lighter, 

less-serious versions are great fun with pizzas and 

pastas. 
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